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PHYSICALLY-ROOTED SOCIAL DISTANCING: GENERALIZATION DUE TO AIRFLOW
Dr Edward Anderson∗
Abstract
Social distancing - as necessitated by Covid-19 - avoids (coughs-and-)sneezes on the assumption that these
travel ≤ 2 metres. This is physically rooted on the visible component of sneezes, which moves ballistically, hitting
the ground within a certain radius. Geometrically, this gives a circle of possible emissions to be avoided, whose
radius is the social distancing distance of ≈ 2 m. There are two issues with this modelling’s physics. Firstly,
smaller droplets not visible to the naked eye move qualitatively differently – as a cloud puff – which has been
observed to travel further than 2 m. Secondly, the physical modelling neglects airflow, whether from wind or
from the sneezer being in motion. This article concentrates on airflow, showing this to substantially decentre and
distort the ballistic emissions’ ‘splash mark curve’ formed upon hitting the ground. Some urbanly common airflow
speeds (windspeed, or pedestrian-or-cyclist speed relative to the air) are moreover found to be large enough to be
leading-order to the sneeze being a small perturbation. Since airflow can thus dominate sneezes, it is currently
important that leading-order airflow effects on droplets in the vicinity of a person be understood. It is thus
worthwhile to preliminarily investigate these airflow effects using a faster and more controllable source of droplets
in motion than a test subject sneezing; to this end, we use a low-powered hose. Both theory and observation of
leading-order airflow effects moreover turn out to be quite subtle (and thus furtherly worthwhile). Aside from
moderate headwind acting rather more forcefully than moderate tailwind, and shielding effects due to the person’s
presence, that sneeze emission speed is smaller than airflow speed is quite unusual. Several aspects of the theory
of light, and especially sound, turn out to be useful analogies for this regime. These all follow from conceptualizing
in terms of flashes: light flash, sound flash, and then viewing the splash mark curve as an analogous sneeze flash
(or hose flash). These aspects are one formulation of the Doppler effect, Mach number, flash decentering and flash
distortion. Furthermore, passage from subsonic physics’ flash enclosing the source to supersonic physics’ source
lying entirely outside the flash has an analogue for sneezes realized by some urban airflow speeds. We also show
that sneeze flashes can be built up from emissions one at a time in different directions, using the mathematics of
envelopes. We thus arrive at a natural generalization of the social distancing circle. Namely, the social distancing
envelope: a direction-dependent curve (thus more complicated than a circle) that arises from taking airflow effects
into account.
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Introduction

Work on coughs and sneezes is urgently needed as regards these being contagion vectors for the current Covid-19
pandemic.
Let us first explain how current and previous eras’ social distancing is in part based on avoiding being (coughed or)
sneezed on. Suppose a person’s sneeze lands within a distance of at most d ≈ 2 m. This forms a ‘splash mark’ on
the ground, all of which lies within this distance. Individual such emission are confined to within a wedge (Fig 1.a)
with an opening half-angle α observed to be ≈ 24o [14]. Allowing for people turning their face, or body, just before
sneezing, however, extends this wedge to a circle of emission (Fig 1.b) of radius d + b for b the approximate cylindrical
radius of the human body. All possible splash marks from this person lie within this circle. So if two people are
separated by a distance D = d + 2 b, they avoid sneezing on each other since a sneeze’s droplets hit the ground before
they could travel far enough to hit the other person. This can be envisaged as thee two people standing outside of
each other’s emission circles of sneezes (Fig 1.c). This gives a primary reason for social distancing distance taking
the suggested value of ≈ 2 m.1
A convenient consequence of these potential emissions forming a circle is the additional interpretation as each person
having their own personal space in a half-sized circle: of radius P = D/2 (Fig 1.d). A frequented area in which social
distancing is being observed then looks something like Fig 1.e).
The above ≈ 2 m emission circle puts ≈ 2 m social distancing on a physical footing. One idea is then to investigate
where droplets from sneezing go using more accurate physical models and observations, as the basis for a furtherly
physically-correct model of social distancing. On the one hand, one can ask under what assumptions the ‘splash
1 Since b << d (as explained in Appendix A) all of d, d + b and d + 2 b = D are ≈ 2 m. See the Conclusion for further reasons for
social distancing as well as how to combine separate such reasons.
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Figure 1: Bird’s eye view of social distancing. The green discs represent people, the thicker curves bound the grey areas where each
person could visibly sneeze, and the thinner circles represent a subsequent notion of personal space for each individual.
marks’ from sneezes tightly land within the given circle. A first answer to this is that the above analysis is for
visible droplets, which move ballistically, as well as being in the absence of airflow (wind or pedestrian-or-cyclist
motion relative to the air, or both of these at once). On the other hand, one can ask for a physically-rooted model
of social distancing which covers all urbanly-common situations. I.e. how far apart should people stay to avoid all
the droplets in each others’ sneezes, whether or not there is wind, and whether or not the people in question are in
relative motion. This question turns out to have two salient parts.
I) There has been recent attention on a longer-range component to sneezes [14, 15, 16]: a cloud puff or aerosol
component whose individual droplets are too small to be directly visible to the naked eye.
II) Including airflow effects for urbanly common airflow speeds are to be considered, which we take to be 0 to 60
km/h.
These parts furthermore combine since ballistic and cloud puff components of a sneeze move differently through still
air, for reasons outlined in Sec 2. One would thus expect each of these to be affected by airflow in its own way. In the
current article, we confine ourselves to investigating how the more basic (and yet rather larger as a volume fraction
and conveniently visible) ballistic component of a sneeze is affected by airflow. We show that 60 km/h wind more
than suffices to dominate coughs and sneezes.
Where a sneeze lands depends on the speed and direction of the wind, and on the speed and direction of the person’s
motion. Models of social distancing that take into account physically where sneezes land thus need to be adjusted
when wind and motion are involved. [17] already made this point, in the context of experimentally investigating
longer-range emissions of smaller droplets from a moving source. We, conversely investigate shorter-range emissions
of larger droplets from a stationary source in background wind (though we also give the moving source and combined
wind-and-motion cases’ theory, within the ballistic case).
In considering airflow, the main point is the following. For most urbanly common airflows, the airflow dominates the
cough or sneeze. Thus the airflow is to be viewed as the leading-order physics present, with the sneeze then being
introduced as a small perturbation.
That coughs and sneezes are presently a much more significant topic than a few months ago, and that airflow
dominates coughs and sneezes, combine to mean in turn that it is far more important at present than it was a few
months ago to have a good understanding of the effect of 0 to 60 km/h airflow over the range of lengthscales from a
droplet to a person to the range of a cough or sneeze. This is the current article’s motivation. It moreover turns out
that airflow on the scale of the range of a sneeze in the presence of a person – the sneezer – is quite counterintuitive.
So, while not so many people working in STEM might have cared about the complexities of this kind of problem
a few months ago, there are some reasons to believe it worthwhile and helpful to make such an analysis publicly
available at present.
We confine ourselves to uniform wind and uniform motion. That the effective emission speed of the sneeze u0 is small
compared to much of the range of urbanly common airflow speeds a makes this problem rather unlike many other
ballistic problems. This is however a familiar situation in other ‘distant’ branches of physics, by which the following
way of thinking turns out to be useful.
We view the ‘splash mark’ pattern on the ground from a sneeze is the recording of a flash: a concept familiar from
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the physics of light and sound.2 The physics of sound and light then gives us pre-prepared ‘theory of flashes’ list of
(emission speed) ≈ (flow speed) and (emission speed) < (flow speed) effects to check out for whether sneezes
have counterparts. The theory of sound turning out to form a tighter analogy with sneezes than that of light does,
we outline its relevant features in Sec 3.

Figure 2: A first few elements from the theory of flashes. Each blue dot is the emitter the flash originates from. a) is a flash, whereas
b), c) and d) depict increasing flash decentering: moderate, critical and large, and e) depicts flash distortion: departure from circularity.

This approach firstly points us to (cough-or-)sneeze flashes exihibiting a weak analogue of the Doppler effect [12, 9]
(which has a form that still holds for material-impulse, rather than constant-wave sources). This moves the flash
circle from being centred on the emitter (Fig 2.a) to a decentred flash circle (Fig 2.b). Secondly, as the ratio
(emission speed)
(1)
(airflow speed)
increases, moreover, the emitter is on, not in, the flash itself (Fig 2.c), and then lies outside of the flash altogether
(Fig 2.d). Viewing this ratio as a weak analogue of the theory of sound’s Mach number [9] (see Sec 3), this
phenomenon shares some features with breaking the sound barrier and passing to the ultrasonic regime. The sneeze
flash is moreover found to be not only a decentred flash but a distorted flash as well (Fig 2.e), due to some of the
further reasons by which it is a weak analogue of the Doppler effect.
In fact (Sec 4), we consider all 8 possible combinations of wind velocity w, the velocity of a person in motion v,
and a sneeze’s emission velocity u. We first consider the quartet with no sneeze, since these are well-known and are
additionally both leading order and frame determining (Sec 5). In contrast, the sneeze is both to be treated as a
perturbation and does not introduce any further particularly useful frames. Sec 6 points out that the wind-and-motion
combination itself already exhibits a weak analogue of Mach number and Doppler shift.
Sudden widespread interest in coughs and sneezes, alongside urban airflow dominating these, gives renewed motivation
to considering urban airflow, droplets in airflow and extent of shielding from airflow caused by people. With test
subjects taking a long time to produce each sneeze, it is sensible to preliminarily bring in a much more effective
means of producing ballistic droplets travelling through airflows typical of the urban environment. Sec 7 applies a
garden hose to this end, so as to help determine the leading airflow effects on droplets in the vicinity of people. Sec
8 then incorporates wind w as well, to Sec 9 placing the person in motion v instead, and Sec 10 considering both at
once. Each of these situations has Mach number and Doppler effect analogues, exhibiting not only flash decentering
but also flash distortion. In the process, emission velocity, wind velocity and motion velocity are found to exhibit a
number of quite subtle asymmetries, warranting our building these up over our octet of models.
A key point arising from the above analysis is that physically-grounded social distancing distance becomes directiondependent. This follows from the emission splash marks built up over all directions of emission no longer tightly
fitting within a circle. For this general kind of modelling situation, envelopes turn out to be the right concept to
replace the social distancing circle. As Sec 11 explains, an envelope is a simple Differential Geometry prescription
for a curve which touches every member of a given family of curves. For us, the parameter is the angle of emission
and the family consists of ellipsoids bounding each angle of emission’s splash marks. For general enough physical
modelling, observing the current form of social distancing – avoiding the interior of others’ social distancing circles
so as to avoid coughs and sneezes – needs to be replaced by avoiding the interior of a more general social distancing
envelope. In the event of different reasons for social distancing giving curves that are nested, the interior of the
outermost suffices, whereas if they are non-nested, a union of the interiors would be necessary. Any simpler curve
that encloses the various relevant curves would also do; this can give simpler and thus more practicable curves, albeit
less efficiently from the point of view of people per square metre; our Conclusion gives brief reasons to favour the
rectangle that ‘boxes’ the envelope (or union of non-nested curves).
2 Many scientists familiar with other aspects of droplet transmission, everyday airflow etc may be unfamilar with flash concepts, or
would elsewise take some time to notice and apply their applicability to sneezes. One reason is that many other ‘similar’ problems
have the projectile move much faster, not much slower, than the typical windspeed. Another is that airflow is often ‘turned off’ under
controlled laboratory conditions. A final reason is that flashes have been well-developed in literature that is ‘distant’, in some Librarian’s
classification system’s metric, from what most people studying droplets, diseases, or urban airflows read. Namely, the way light flashes
are treated in Penrose’s [3] relativistic work on black holes (see e.g. the figures on p. 3 and 166 of Hawking and Ellis [5] and also p 881
of Misner, Thorne and Wheeler [4], and the ultrasonic regime (see e.g. the figure on p 314 of Landau and Lifshitz [9]).
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Outline of physical situation being modelled

To model wind affectedness of a sneeze, we consider a low initial velocity u0 ∈ [0, 4] ms−1 emission from a height
h = 1.5 metres above even ground, in the presence of an urbanly typical airflow a. We let a = |a| ∈ [0, 16.7] ms−1 .
This covers wind speeds w commonly encountered in the urban environment: 0 to 60 km/h (from windless to breezes
through to moderate gales). It also includes airflow felt when walking, running, or cycling at speed v, and almost
any airflow experienced when running and cycling with up to 60 km/h wind present. Even the combination of w, v
experienced by pedestrians or cyclists in the urban environment is seldom above 70 km/h. This airflow is modelled
to be steady and horizontal (at least to first approximation).
Coughs and sneezes consist of droplets. In studying the effect of airflow on droplets [11, 13], different-sized ones
move qualitatively differently [1, 14, 16]. Larger droplets move ballistically, with quadratic air resistance. Smaller
droplets additionally undergo significant evaporation and experience buoyancy, by which they travel in a cloud puff
mode. Kinetic Theory [10] begins to apply for small enough such droplets ( ≈ 100 nm scale: the mean free path of
air, by which size droplets are termed aerosols).
The above quadratic air resistance in the ballistic regime follows from Reynolds number
ρU l
> 1000
Re :=
µ

(2)

applying (for ρ and µ are the density and viscosity of air and l a characteristic lengthscale): a regime that is safely
bounded away from linear air resistance corrections. This regime also applies to somewhat smaller droplets, with
linear and quadratic air resistance, and then linear air resistance applying. However, this is not just yet another case
of such a quadratic to linear air resistance transition occurring, since concurrently evaporation [1, 14] renders the
falling droplet a variable mass problem as well.
These differences stated, the current Article works out the physics of the ballistic regime in the presence of airflow
[14, 15, 16, 17]. It is found that urbanly common airflow speeds already serve to substantially deflect low initial
velocity emissions.
In modelling this, it is important to keep track of when just relative velocity
V1 − V2

(3)

matters, versus when force due to quadratic air resistance,
F qar = − c U |U |

(4)

matters, for airflow velocity U . Which of these applies in each case involving combinations of wind velocity w, the
velocity of a person v, and the sneeze’s velocity u requires quite a lot of thought, by which modellers in a hurry
might well make mistakes in this regard.
(4) in turn comes from the vectorial counterpart fluid flow force formula
ρ U 2 χ cdrag
,
(5)
F =
2
where χ is the cross-sectional area of the object being acted upon, and cdrag is the drag coefficient, which depends on
the shape of the object being acted upon. cdrag also depends on Re by which it is different fro different-sized objects
in a given flow. E.g. [2] gives approximate values of cdrag for approximately spherical raindrops with our required
size range (and somewhat smaller). (5) itself rests on the Navier–Stokes equations [9], in a regime in which advection
dominates viscosity.
A theoretical observation that turns out to be particularly significant is that it is rather common for urban airflow
speed w to exceed a sneeze’s effective emission speed u,
w
U :=
> 1.
(6)
u
The same holds for walking and especially running and cycling speeds, v, and for urban airflow a experienced more
generally. This is quite an unusual situation to model (e.g. it is the opposite U < 1 regime that holds for artillery
shells). Understanding the theory of this regime rather benefits from a brief digression on part of the theory of sound.
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A preliminary analogy from the theory of sound

Figure 3: Wavefront counterpart of Fig 2, now representing sound waves in uniform flows that are strong enough to attain and surpass
the sound barrier.

Consider a source (depicted as a blue dot in Fig 3) emitting sound waves into a surrounding uniform medium that
supports a uniform speed of sound cs .3
Case a) In the absence of source velocity V = 0, concentric wavefronts about the source occur (Fig 3.a). Stationary
observers anywhere on this circle observe the same frequency soundwaves, with frequency coincident with that of
emission.
For constant V > 0, at time t, the flash has traveled distance
R = cs t ,

(7)

whereas the emitter has travelled distance
L = Vt.

(8)

Thus the fractional decentering is
Vt
V
L
=
=
.
(9)
R
cs t
cs
The third form here is widely known as the Mach number,
V
.
(10)
M :=
cs
One of the standard variants of the Doppler shift is exhibited by the situation at hand. This is usually phrased as a
frequency change between emitting (unprimed) and receiving (primed) frames (with relative velocity v and relative
angle γ),
ν0
V
= 1 +
cos γ = 1 + M cos γ .
(11)
ν
cs
Using (8), (7) and and its γ-dependent version,
t(γ)
= 1 + M cos γ .
(12)
t
We recognize this as a temporal, rather than frequency, version of the Doppler shift (12) (c.f. e.g. Rindler [12]). The
sound flash’s equation in terms of polar angle γ and ρ := r(γ)/R is the decentred circle
ρ2 + 2 ρδ cos γ + δ 2 = 1
(13)
δ :=

So both the Doppler shift and the decentred circle are parametrized by the same ratio δ = M in this simple sound
and moving emitter model.
It is also clear that the value of the Mach number splits the extent of decentering into the three following qualitative
types.
Case b) For 0 < M < 1 the circle is decentered and yet still enclosing the source: the source-including decentering
of Fig 3.b).
Case c) For M = 1, we have the critical case in which the source is no longer inside the wavefronts but on the
wavefronts: the source-touching decentering of Fig 3.c).
Case d) For M > 1, the emitter is outside the wavefronts: the source-excluding decentering of Fig 3.d).
3 We leave a rather long list of ways in which light, sound and sneeze flashes are not analogous for another preprint. The reader is
warned that knowing, or exploring, the theory of sound, light, relativity, or black holes, is not particularly likely to result in finding any
further profitable analogies with sneezes. The Author – experienced in comparing physical theories with each other, as per the book-sized
review mentioned in the ‘about the Author’ section, has already carried out such an analysis, the useful insights from which are already
in the current Article.
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Our suite of physical situations

We wish to model a sneeze in the presence of wind and a moving sneezer. We thus have to deal with three velocity
vectors: u for the sneeze, v for the motion and w for the wind. For simplicity, we only consider uniform w, and
we usually only consider uniform v as well. We proceed by systematically studying all 8 possible combinations of
whether u, v, w are zero (each simplifying the scenario). This turns out to be useful, since upon detailed examination
each of these vectors plays a rather different role. The configuration variables used, and the configuration spaces
they form, are defined and tabulated in Appendix A.
Noting that the sneeze is a perturbation, and has hitherto been much less commonly studied than wind or people in
motion, we begin with the four cases for which there is no sneeze
Preliminary Model i) If everything else is zero, the model just reduces to a stationary person who does not sneeze.
Preliminary Model ii) If uniform wind w is switched on, for urbanly common wind speeds the person can just
stand there. While this model is still just static, there is an observed difference with the angle the wind makes with
the person (Appendix A picks wind-to-torso relative angle Φ in this role). Some particular values of Φ considered
are as follows.
Φ = 180o headwind, for which the person feels the wind on their front (and face, assuming they are facing head-on,
our model also containing a neck-to-torso relative angle Θ).
Φ = 0o tailwind, for which the person feels wind on their back.
Φ = 90o crosswind, for which the person feels wind on one side.
Preliminary Model iii) If instead the person undergoes constant velocity motion v, then the person experiences an
airflow equivalent to headwind in no matter which direction they move. One can however tell the difference between
v and −w from the posture of the person, as well as their position changing relative to nearby objects. Moving
fairly uniformly is moreover rather more complicated than a fairly uniform wind is. There are for instance multiple
relevant modes of motion: walking, running, cycling. Each involves traction with the ground as well as overcoming
air resistance.
Preliminary Model iv) A runner in the wind v, w 6= 0 but with no sneezezs and thus no u. Various further
differences between wind and motion become relevant in the presence of both, such as a runner moving at constant
power rather than at constant velocity, or that running in a straight line in the presence of wind requires dedicating
a fraction of one’s power to maintaining that rectilinearity. This case is complicated enough to be the first to merit
its own section in this Article (Sec 6).
Model 1) is a sneeze (or a hose, argued at this stage to be more convenient) in the absence of airflow: u 6= 0,
v = 0 = w. This is the subject of Sec 7.
Model 2) turns on the simpler w as well: a sneeze (or hose) in a uniform wind.
Model 3) evokes v instead: a sneezing runner.
Model 4) finally involves all three of u, v, w: a runner sneezing in the wind.
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Taking care with which frames one works in

Figure 4: Frames for our suite of models. iv0 ) is iv)’s critical case
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In finding one’s way through modelling airflow effects, it is important to consider the extent to which each frame
that one might plausibly evoke is inertial.
0) The Earth’s frame FE is inertial (in the sense of non-relativistic Newtonian Mechanics).
1) The emitter’s frame Fe ≈ FE if the emitter is stationary is thus approximately inertial.4 For a stationary emitter,
and one in the process of sneezing at that, is less reliably inertial than the Earth is.
2) In still air (Fig 4.i), the rest frame of the air, Fa ≈ FE . Thus it is also approximately inertial. For ‘still air’ is
an idealization rather than practically achievable.
3) In the presence of wind, Fa 6= FE . In a steady and uniform wind with velocity w at each point (Fig 4.ii),
then Fa is moving with a straight and constant velocity relative to FE and thus is approximately inertial. This
approximateness follows from steady and uniform also being idealizations.
4) For a moving emitter, some walkers, runners or cyclists naturally, through training or with assistance (running
lane, beeping timer) can reliably (to some approximation) run ‘straight’ and ‘with constant velocity’: Fig 4.iii).
While Fe is not now inertial, the emitter is maintaining it to be approximately inertial: moving at approximately
straight and constant velocity v relative to FE . [To be clear, this is attained by their putting in work to compensate
for any unsteadinesses noticed.]
5) In the presence of both wind and a moving emitter, for uniform enough wind (Fig 4.iv) , a sufficiently trained
runner (etc), and a low enough cruising speed relative to the component of the wind speed being worked against,
the runner can reasonably smoothly maintain a constant rectilinear velocity. [Keeping cruising speed away from
maximum speed leaves the runner with enough power to face off the wind while not becoming unsteady.]
Remark 1) One would however expect Fe to be less effectively maintained as approximately inertial in 5) than in
3) than in 1), as part of a 5) < 3) or 4) < 1) or 2) < 0) hierarchy of successful realization of inertial frames.
Remark 2) A sneeze droplet’s comoving frame Fd is not however inertial; in this case no careful wind tunnel
experimental set-up or test subject correctory motion are available to render it so. The sneeze particle clearly does
not travel at a constant velocity relative to the Earth. So, in performing simple calculations, this frame is to be
avoided, and, if harder calculations are eventually taken there, these should start by taking into account that this
frame is not inertial. We do not work in this frame in the current article; the sneeze being perturbative and not
adding a straightforward frame to the analysis is further justification for our considering situations a) to d) prior to
bringing in a model for the sneeze.
Remark 3) Finally N.B. that we are registering the sneeze flash as a splash mark pattern on the ground, i.e. in FE ,
so this is also the frame of observation. This is not only a convenient frame to use, but also the best frame available
due to being the most precisely inertial out of all the frames ‘natural to’ the problem.
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6.1

Running in the wind
A simple example to hone our intuitions

Suppose a runner is jogging laps round an athletics track maintaining a uniform speed v in the presence of a wind
of speed w parallel to the straight portions of the track. On average over these two straight portions, is the runner
assisted by the wind, hindered, or neither? The situation may at a first glance look symmetrical – that wind +w on
one straight and wind −w on the other would cancel out.
The airflow felt, however, is v + w on one straight and v − w on the other. Additionally, the runner has to
work against the airflow force on each straight. The inconvenience encountered by the runner, relative to a runner
maintaining the same speed v on a windless day, is then given via (4) to be
1
(14)
∝ (((1 + Y ) |1 + Y | + (1 − Y ) |1 − Y |) − 1 ,
2
where we have introduced the dimensionless variable
4 With most courses and sources covering just the rotational case of non-inertial motion, we point to e.g. [7] as containing a more
general treatment, including in particular translational fictitious forces. We also acknowledge [12] for helping hone our awareness of the
need to carefully think about which frames are inertial, are not inertial, or are tolerably non-inertial, for all that this citation’s subject
matter is the relativistic version.
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w
.
(15)
v
The reader can then check that (14) is a non-negative function which is strictly positive aside from at Y = 0,
corresponding to w = 0: no wind. Thus in the presence of any fixed windspeed, two-way trips along a straight piece
of terrain require more effort (or for the runner to reduce their speed if they cannot maintain that effort). This of
course closely parallels Sec 8’s point that headwind hinders more than an equal-magnitude tailwind can help.5
Y :=

Structure 1 Our dimensionless ratio can furthermore be identified as
Y = Mwv :

(16)

a weak analogue of the Mach number, with running speed v in the role of sound speed to wind speed w in the more
directly analogous role of background fluid speed.
Remark 1 We call this a weak analogue since v is somewhat variable rather than physically prescribed for a given
medium like the speed of sound is, and also since it can vary along the trajectory.
Remark 2 The reader can furthermore check that the inconvenience (14) is positive-quadratic up to Y = 1 and
positive-linear thereafter. Note that this qualitative change in behaviour occurs at Y = 1: the point at which the
runner’s speed equals the wind. In this way, it is a weak analogue of the subsonic to supersonic transition.

6.2

Radial emissions of runners in all directions from a given starting point

Situation 1) Suppose the runners maintain constant velocity. Then they just form an expanding circle. So the flash
at any point in time is just a snapshot of this and thus a centred circle.
Situation 2) Suppose the runners operate on constant power rather than at whatever power is required to maintain
constant velocity. Then they form a decentered circle.
Situation 3) Suppose the runners do this again while only starting radially rather than putting in whatever proportion of their fixed power is necessary to maintain radial trajectories. Then they additionally form a distorted flash
rather than just a decentred circle.

6.3

Discussion

Remark 1 On the one hand, net airflow a [eq. (45)] enters airflow force felt. On the other hand, we can observationally distinguish between w and −v by looking at the runner’s changing shape or their position relative to nearby
objects. Thus, while the net airflow combination is useful at some points, a full account of the runner in wind requires
not just the net airflow-to-torso relative angle η [eq. (46)] but instead separate wind-to-torso and motion-to-torso
angles Φ and Ψ [eqs. (34) and (35)] respectively.
If no traction against the ground were necessary, Situation 2)’s fractional decentering would be [c.f. (9) up to sign
allocation]
w
= Mwv ,
(17)
δwv =
v
and the flash shape depends on this and cos η; by v and thus η being constant, this is also a decentred circle. While
traction against the ground is clearly necessary, one can nonetheless envisage that for enough wind, the runner
operating at fixed power trying to progress against headwind will be rooted to the starting spot, and for yet more
wind than that, will be driven backwards. In this way, enough wind can realize critical and starting point excluding
flashes on radially moving swarms of runners.
Remark 3 The purpose of mentioning Situation 3) is its constituting the closest analogy to the sneeze; in urbanly
common windspeeds, runners are not blown off course, so Situation 3) itself is not used again. Situation 2) is moreover
exceptional among this Articles’s ≥ 2 velocity vector models in not undergoing flash distortion. Situation 3), and
Models 2, 3, and 4, all have some non-constant velocity vectors and thus also non-constant angles between velocity
vectors.
Remark 4 The purpose of mentioning Situations 1) and 2) is that both are plausible modelling scenarios, which
moreover give rather different answers.
5 Including what happens on the curved parts of the track changes the exact form taken by the ‘inconvenience function’ but neither of
the previous three sentences’ conclusions.
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Model 1: the garden hose

With airflow being leading-order relative to the sneeze’s perturbation, it is useful to check the extent to which one
is getting the airflows’ leading-order theoretical details right.
We elect to do this using the garden hose as a faster and more convenient preliminary experimental tool than
sneezing as regards noticing predominant airflow effects for visible droplets. This does not require test subjects, and
has larger, more adjustable and quickly and reliably producible output. Its output can immediately be adjusted
by changing (Fig 5.a) the height h, angle of inclination ι, or initial velocity u0 (by regulating the inflow tap, which
acts via changing the pressure present at the nozzle of the hose. The output can also vary with the size and shape
of the nozzle used. To model our situation, we operate on level ground, fixing h = 1.5 m and usually fixing ι = 0
(horizontal inclination); any tuning required is obtained by adjusting the tap. ι ≈ 45 degrees may however be used
if maximizing range and enhancing size of wind effects present is at some point desirable.
Maximum range of a horizontally-held garden hose is usually 4 to 5 metres if it has a specifically designed nozzle
(u0 ≈ 10 ms−1 ). All other things equal, a hose that is just a hose tube sends water less far.
Using a hose turns out to be profitable since it suffices to exhibit quite a few counterintuitive observations about
background airflows. For a sneeze, some of these are likely further exacerbated by the sneeze’s shorter ballistic range
being on the same lengthscale as some of the Fluid Dynamics effects...
Hoses emit a steady jet (continuously emitted momentum driven flow). And yet the landing pattern of splash marks
on the ground (readily visible on sidewalks or garden flagstones) is a loose cluster of droplets. These roughly form an
ellipsoid (Fig 5.b). Maximum range, minimum range and average range can be read off this as the furthest droplets
(position of the far end), the nearest droplets (position of the near end), and the position of the centre of mass of the
splash mark cluster, respectively. Some hoses produce a splash mark pattern including a ‘tail’ between the nozzle
point and the ellipsoid (Fig 5.c). If a sufficiently substantial such is present, the minimal range is zero.
This discrepancy in qualitative type between the hose’s jet output and the droplet cluster splash marks registered
on the ground needs explaining. Some mechanisms contributing to this are as follows, with the first two being the
larger ones.
Mechanism 1 Being sheared by moving relative to the air sets off the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability in water jets.
The extent to which this is realized depends upon the gravity to advection balance. The effect is to billow up the
edges of the jet (Fig 5.d).
Mechanism 2 Surface tension on the one hand acts to somewhat attenuate the above instability, but comes with
another instability of its own: the Plateau–Rayleigh instability [13]. The extent to which this is realized depends on
the viscosity to surface tension balance The effect is to sinusoidally pinch the stream, the end result of which is to
produce a series of loose droplets (Fig 5.e).
Mechanism 3 The above instabilities can give the resulting droplets a variety of differential sideways velocities, by
which they may on some occasions collide with each other or with what remains of the jet.
Mechanism 4 Some of the loose bodies of water produced by 1) and 2) may be too large to be stable (rain drops
are rarely larger than 1 cm diameter [2, 11] even in the absence of airflow).
Remark 1 All four of these phenomena are dissipative, incurring the observed spread in the ‘splash mark’ landing
pattern.
Remark 2 Given the presence of a source point producing a wedged jet or impulse emission, cylindrical polar
coordinates are convenient. Due to our need to keep quite a lot of lengths and angles distinct, we denote these by
(R, ϕ, z). (R, ϕ) then serve furthermore as (even more) convenient plane polar coordinates from our bird’s eye view
modelling.
Remark 3 In still air, emission from a fixed hose or in the visible part of single sneeze registers an ellipsoid (possibly
with tail) on the ground (or to a sensor array covering a large enough portion of the relevant ground). This splash
mark pattern produced is independent of the direction of emission. For, if one proceeds to emit thus in all directions
over time, a shell of revolution of splash marks centred about the emitter is built up, giving the axisymmetric Fig
5.f).
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Figure 5: The hose set-up, its output splash marks in one and all directions in still air, and the two main instabilities involved.
Remark 4 This case differs from running in wind, since runners maintain (a slightly oscillating) centre-of-mass
height instead of falling. The runner also has the option of maintaining an approximately straight and constant
horizontal velocity (at least for low enough v and w).

8

Model 2: hose in the wind

Structure 1 Given our emission’s low initial speed, we investigate some (adjusted) version of
w
W :=
u
as it crosses over between < 1 and > 1 regimes. This is another weak analogue of Mach number,
W = Mwu ,

(18)

(19)

with emission speed in the role of sound speed to wind speed in the more directly analogous role of background fluid
speed. This is furtherly weak since u = u(t) varies along the trajectory.
The hose suffices to observe the following effects.
Observation 1 The most obvious wind effect is to blow the emission along with it. Headwind readily realizes this,
by pushing the droplets back.
Observation 2 At least moderate tailwind, however, is not observed to enhance range in the ’expected’ manner of
an ’opposite-sized effect’ to headwind. Some underlying mechanisms for this are as follows.
Mechanism A For tailwind, the jet, droplets and wind now have more comparable velocities. For instance suppose
that the hose nozzle output speed is 10 ms−1 and there is a 10 ms−1 tailwind. Then both the wind and the initial
emission are travelling at 10 ms−1 in the same direction, which gives the wind little capacity to boost droplet velocity.
It is not a zero capacity, however, because the droplets feel drag, so they start to travel slower than the wind at some
distance from the hose’s nozzle.
Mechanism B The body shields the droplets from the tailwind. This is not very effective for the hose. This is since
its windless range (4 to 5 m)
rhose > lwake
(20)
as incurred by the body blocking out the wind. [There is observationally e.g. around 1 to 2 m of effective shielding
for an adult human in a coat (see Appendix A’s modelling) roughly cylindrical with an average radius of 25 cm in
and 45 to 20 km/h wind.] However, under these circumstances,
rballistic sneeze ≈ lwake .
(21)
Mechanism C Wind at whichever relative angle enhances the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. For ω > 1, the effect
can consist of shearing the jet rather than boosting most of it. Such (and other destabilization mechanisms) are
further compounded by, firstly, gusty wind by which unsteadiness the Strouhal number
Uτ
St =
,
(22)
l
enters (for τ the characteristic timescale of the unsteadiness). Secondly, by moderate eddy vortex winds as are not
uncommon in some parts of the urban landscape. The wake itself contains weak vortexes [sketched in Fig 6.c), these
10

Figure 6: a) is the cylinder model for a flash in transit (at under the maximum range, marked in grey), b) the effect of shielding by a
person, with examples of clean (red) and less clean (magenta) trajectories to investigate; that the surface layer due to the ground is quite
shallow as compared to the person’s height is also indicated. c) Is the bird’s eye view of the wake caused by a person, with d) illustrating
by comparison with this the schematic dependence of the wake on the wind-to-torso relative angle Θ.
remain detectable, if more diffuse, beyond the stated ‘wake length’ in the absence of other background disturbances].
iii) is more significant than ii) for the hose, but this becomes less clear-cut for the sneeze.
iv) The eddies arising from shielding can further add to the differential sideways velocities mentioned in the previous
section.
So, while it is possible for a hose’s range to be enhanced by windspeed < 35 km/h tail wind, observationally such
positive effects are not in excess of + 0.5 m, and little to slightly negative effect on range are considerably more
common.
Observation 3 Crosswind behaves somewhere in between the headwind and tailwind extremes. The hose stream
does visibly bend in the direction of the wind. This is especially noticeable in the downward portion of ι ≈ 45
degrees trajectory. The steep downpour under influence of the quadratic air resistance is more wind-exposed, out of
having little horizontal velocity left and no longer being packed into a jet.
Remark 1 1), i) and 3) can be generalized to all angles φ [defined in (38)] by noting that it is the instantaneously
experienced airflow speed
u(t) (1 − Muw cos φ(t))
(23)
that enters the airflow force.6
Remark 2 (8) still holds but
ds(t)
.
dt

(24)

L
w
=
=: Mwhu(0)i ,
s
hui

(25)

u(t) =
The fractional decentering is thus now
δwu =

where h i denotes time average over the falling time tfall between emission and hitting the ground, and the 0 denotes
setting the plane-polar angle ϕ = 0.
Remark 3 The shape of the flash now depends on Mw hu(ϕ)i and hcos φ(ϕ)i. This encodes two types of flash
distortion: an angle-dependent analogue Mach number, and a flight path angle dependence.
Remark 4 (23) also enters the analysis by featuring in expression (4) for the quadratic airflow resistance experienced.
Remark 5 Let us next further compare the sneeze in airflow and the transition to supersonic flow. One difference
is that in a sneeze, the travelling droplets are an intrusion in the background medium, rather than an oscillatory
mode thereof as is the case for sound. A first consequence of this is that sound is prescribed a fixed travel speed by
its medium’s material properties, while sneezes are not: u = u(t). This and the time-dependent angle analogue of
the Doppler effect give a type of flash distortion. [For sound or light, an emitter or observer in general motion, or
an anisotropic or inhomogenous medium can realize such an effect as well.]
6φ

= φ(t) since it is the w to u angle and u = u(t).
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Modelling Improvement 1 People are usually wider from shoulder to shoulder than from back to front (Fig 8.A).
With shielding effects vary with a non-symmetric shape’s cross section (Fig 6.c) versus d), facing in one direction
while hosing or sneezing in another becomes a significant difference to incorporate into one’s modelling.
Remark 6 Cross-sectional area is largely of the form χ = χ(Φ).
Observation 4 Shielding is approximately modelled by S = S(R, ϕ; Φ, Θ) with the latter two –parameter– dependences generally not featuring in φ’s additive combination. Some underlying mechanisms for this are as follows.
a) Shielding provides a region in which the background uniform wind does not exert force on the ballistic droplets.
b) Shielding then drops off over a region of partial significance to an outer region in which the wind acts again as if
the person were not there. Thus
ρ U 2 χ cdrag
S(d, β; Φ, Θ)
(26)
FUeff =
2
is locally observed, with S playing the role of a suppression function that decays along the radial wedge in the general
direction of the wake.
Remark 7 There are moreover eddies in part of the shielding zone which act instead of the background wind. A
second contribution to wind force is thus felt, whose magnitude decays with vorticity’s diffusion along the wake.
Remark 8 It is more convenient to study airflow effects for ballistic trajectories in a wind with the shielding
presence of a person using a hose. This is because the hose can be fixed into position without a person holding it,
and comparing the cases with and without a person present can then be carried out as part of estimating the amount
of shielding at each angle.
Observation 5 Finally let the wind speed be higher. The headwind continues to behave as expected, now pushing
some of the hose output back into the person holding the hose. The tailwind, moreover, now starts to act in ’the
obvious’ manner: pushing droplets to move with it. Around 45 km/h tailwind is required for this to become widely
noticeable (Fig 7.c). By around 60 km/h, the wind propagation begins to dominate the hose output propagation
itself (Fig 7.d).
Remark 9 This is the hose’s analogue of ‘crossing the sonic horizon’. Our main result is the approximate plots for
the corresponding hose to sneeze emission speeds’ flash decentring and distortion in Fig 7.

Figure 7: a) reproduces Fig 5.f) for useful comparison, generating the grey still-air curves marked on each other subfigure. b) to d)
qualitatively depict the hose flashes registered by building up ‘splash marks’ at all angles to the wind, for a hose with range ≈ 4 m.
While not drawn in the figure, there is a person in the middle holding the hose, so shielding effects are included. Headwind, crosswind
and tailwind’s splash mark clusters are depicted as grey ellipsoids. b) For smaller wind speed, headwind shortens range, but tailwind
scarcely affects range. Moderate crosswind also noticeably bends the hose beam and resulting splash mark ellipsoid. c) For medium wind
speed, headwind pushes back the average range to zero, while tailwind starts to have a noticeable effect. d) For larger wind speed, most
of the emission into headwind that is not halted by the emitting person’s body ends up behind them. These correspond respectively
to Fig 2.b), approximately Fig 2.c) and Fig 2.d)’s phenomena, in the presence of a growing amount of Fig 2.e)’s flash distortion. With
reference to types of curve further discussed in Sec 11, the black curves constitute the outer envelopes. Neglecting tails, the magenta
curves constitute the inner envelopes, whereas the centre of mass curves are rendered in red.

Aside 1 Observations may additionally indicate that gusty wind (less negligible Strouhal number St) further shortens
range in all directions, at least for moderate winds (0 to 30 km/h). This may be by further disrupting the jet and
larger droplets. The shortening feature of tailwind in Fig 7.c) could be due to lack of control over gusts.
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Model 3: a runner sneezing

We next consider a runner sneezing on a windless day (u0 , v 6= 0 but w = 0).
Structure 1 A weak Mach number analogue is now locally
v
Mvu :=
u
Structure 2 Motion-to-emission decentering goes however as
v
δvu =
=: Mvhui .
hu(0)i

(27)

(28)

Example 1 Suppose that both running and sneezing occur in the forward direction. Then a relative airflow similar
to the headwind’s acts, pushing the sneeze back. For realistic running speeds, this can put some of the sneeze behind
the runner. The reasoning behind this is somewhat involved, so we trace a consistent chain of reasoning through
this here. Firstly recall that now Fe 6= FE . Secondly, the sneeze shares the runner’s momentum, so its initial speed
relative to FE is u0 + v. Thirdly, the quadratic air resistance depends on u0 + v. Thus the air resistance is a
−v to w parallel of the stationary sneezer with headwind, but the initial speed relative to FE is different. Finally,
the runner and the sneeze travel differently; a runner maintaining constant speed is rather generally more effective
at moving horizontally than an only-initially slightly faster-moving sneeze. The runner thus catches up with their
own sneeze, leaving it behind. But this ‘behind’ is occurring in Fe , whereas we register splash marks in FE . In this
instant of registration in FE , we see the sneeze land behind where the runner has now progressed to. And yet both of
these positions have advanced somewhat forward of the range expected of a stationary sneeze from a location level
with the runner at the shared instant of sneezing.
Remark 1 The instantaneously experienced airflow speed is
u(ϕ) (1 + Mv u(ϕ) cos ψ(ϕ)) .

(29)

Note that this mode’s version has the opposite ‘+’ sign to the other models in use; this is since v and u both elicit
resistance from travelling through still air.
Remark 2 The shape of the flash now depends on Mv hu(ϕ)i and hcos Ψ(ϕ)i: another example of flash distortion.
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Model 4: a runner sneezing on a windy day

We finally consider a runner sneezing in a uniform wind (all of u0 , v, w 6= 0).
Structure 1 For net airflow speed experienced a := |a| [where a is defined in eq. (45)], a weak Mach number
analogue is now locally
a
.
(30)
Mau :=
u
The airflow vector is further justified from wind and motion act in the same way as regards wake formation and thus
shielding.
Structure 2 Motion-to-emission decentering goes however as
a
δau =
=: Mahui .
hu(0)i
Remark 1 The instantaneously experienced airflow speed is

u(ϕ) A(ϕ) = u(ϕ) 1 − Ma u(ϕ) cos ((η + Θ)(ϕ)) .

(31)

(32)

We call the dimensionless ratio A the airflow domination quantity, since when this is large enough, it swamps
the emission’s (the sneeze’s) own speed. Other aspects of the working, and the final result, however, can depend
separately on W and V .
Remark 2 The shape of the flash now depends on Ma hu(ϕ)i , hcos φ(ϕ)i, and hcos ψ(ϕ)i: another instance of flash
distortion.
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Envelopes

Envelopes [8] are a widely known construct from Differential Geometry.
Definition 1 Let F (x, y; t) = 0 be a parametrized family of curves in the plane (with x, y as coordinates and τ as
parameter), Then an envelope for this parametrized family is a curve that touches each member of the family.
Structure 1 This condition readily translates to a differential calculus problem,
∂F (x, y, t)
F (x, y, t) = 0 ,
= 0.
(33)
∂t
Remark 1 Envelopes are not unfamiliar to most physicists. For aside from featuring in some calculus and differential
geometry courses, envelopes are also quite often encountered in problems concerning waves. They are not however
that often referred to as envelope problems in this context, substantiating this remark as useful to some readers
realizing that they already know about envelopes from such as Huygens’ Principle [6] or some treatments of wavelets.
Example 1 In Sec 7, the relevant parameter is the wind-to-torso relative angle Φ (or the emission-to-torso one φ,
since the emission-to-torso one Θ = 0). The family of curves are equal-sized ellipsoids equidistant from the centre as
Φ sweeps out the circle. The ensuing envelope problem has two solutions: the outer envelope (black in Fig 7) and
the inner envelope (magenta in Fig 7) . In this case, both are circles, as is the curve formed by the centres of mass
of the ellipsoids (red in Fig 7) . Such circles indeed occur whenever our family of curves is a family of revolution, by
which this case is mathematically a very trivial case of envelope and centre of mass motion curves.
Example 2 In Fig 7, the relevant parameter is still Φ (or φ), while we still modelling the family of curves by
ellipses. These ellipses can however now be of different sizes and ellipticities, as well as with major axes not quite
pointing to the centre. Thereby, the corresponding envelope and centre of mass motion curve problems are now
more complicated. All cases considered continue to have both outer envelope and inner envelope solutions. In our
examples, by bilateral symmetry, all the curves must cut the axis of symmetry orthogonally. This gives useful further
restrictions in plotting these envelopes and centre of mass curves.
Structure 1 It is the outer envelopes that we are principally interested in, since these give the direction-dependent
maximum range. The generalization of the centred circular flash in general airflow is an envelope. If social distancing
is to avoid such emissions, moreover, part of the rationale for the social distancing circle becomes a rationale for the
social distancing envelope that we describe.
Structure 2 The centre of mass curve traces out the direction-dependent average range of the emission.
Remark 2 Limitations on using ellipses or even ellipsoids apply in higher winds, and crosswind through to tailwind
angles. A trapezium with front and back half-ellipses is a better model, followed by (for substantial crosswind) a
bent such whose sides are small pieces of self-similar spirals. Some physical justification for these improved shapes
will be included in a further preprint.

12
12.1

Conclusion
Updated motivation for this work

Work on coughs and sneezes is urgently needed as regards these being contagion vectors for the current Covid-19
pandemic. For work on coughs and sneezes to be of widespread practical value, most of this work needs to take into
account urbanly common conditions. A major factor to take into account is airflow, whether due to wind, or due to
pedestrians or cyclists moving relative to the air, or both at once.
Order of magnitude estimates determine moreover that many urbanly common airflow speeds dominate coughs and
sneezes. Thus leading-order airflow effects need to be understood prior to introducing a cough or a sneeze as a
small perturbation. That coughs and sneezes are presently a much more significant topic than a few months ago,
and that airflow dominates coughs and sneezes, combine to mean in turn that it is far more important at present
than it was a few months ago to have a good understanding of 0 to 60 km/h airflow on the range of lengthscales
from a droplet to a person to the range of a sneeze. This presently renders it worthwhile to discuss what the major
effects and mechanisms of such airflows are, as well as to observationally probe for leading-order airflow effects on
droplet propagation. As compared to test subjects sneezing, hoses are considerably more adjustable and faster to
work with, thus serving well for preliminary study. One wants to understand the main airflow effects before placing
test subjects in airflow. This is so as to understand what kind of airflow speed and relative direction to the sneezer
14

and the sneeze are needed to get results that substantially differ from still air’s, while staying within the confines of
urbanly plausible wind speeds.
With leading-order airflow effects turning out be subtle and in part counterintuitive, discussing them here has furthermore been worthwhile. Subtleties include that relative velocity being in competition with airflow force effects. That
some ‘obvious arguments’ turn out to be incorrect due to involvement of non-inertial or only approximately-inertial
frames. More generally, that emission velocity, wind velocity and motion velocity playing somewhat asymmetric
roles in the modelling, by which our careful consideration of all eight possible nonzero combinations of these pays
dividends. That emission velocity being dominated by wind and motion being a relatively unusual situation, for
which the theory of sound turns out to give some useful intuitions. That Fluid Mechanics is quite complicated, by
which e.g. the lengthscale of shielding from tailwind being similar to the range of a sneeze turns out to be significant.
A general recommendation is thus for experiments on sneezes in airflow to start with headwind specifically, and only
subsequently allow for rather larger tailwind. Crosswind is middling between these in observablity, but harder than
either to simulate since the underlying dynamics ceases to be planar.

12.2

Our concrete results

Emission and travel speeds for sneezes are rather small compared to urbanly common airflow speeds. This has the
following consequences (which part of the theory of sound renders a rather natural combination of effects to look for).
As airflow starts to be considered, an analogue of the Doppler shift causes this circular flash to be decentred away
from the emitter’s position. Analogues of the Mach number determine by which point the emitter lies not inside but
on this circle, and then outside. Aside from flash decentering – a basic phenomenon in the theory of sound – sneeze
flashes furthermore exhibit a more advanced effect: flash distortion: departure from circularity. This occurs because
the sneeze’s speed, and its angle of motion relative to airflow, are not constant (like the speed of sound in air is) but
rather dynamically evolve along the sneeze’s trajectory. Between them, this paragraph’s effects describe how airflow
can dominate sneezes. Aside from explaining the theory of these matters – which follow as natural consequences of
our flash conceptualization of sneezes – we used a hose to show all of these phenomena to already occur for urbanly
common airflow speeds.
One major reason7 for the current and previous era’s social distancing distance is that staying apart by this distance
prevents people sneezing on each other. This is underlied by where the visible ballistically-moving droplets from
sneezes could land. Assuming stationary people and no wind, symmetry gives that these all land within some
bounding circle. This gives a single direction-independent social distancing distance. With moving people and wind,
however, this symmetry is broken, and sneezes in different directions travel different distances. The analogous region
to be avoided now is the interior of the envelope curve of the splash mark ellipsoids of the possible sneezes in each
direction. For future experimental purposes, note that this can be built up, one sneeze in a different direction at
a time. It is the direction-dependent maximum range curve. For general enough physical modelling, observing the
current form of social distancing – avoiding the interior of others’ social distancing circles – needs to be replaced by
avoiding the interior of a more general social distancing envelope. Aside from being a more complicated shape in
general than a circle, such envelope curves depend on the person’s motion.

12.3

Further modelling suggested

Aside from Sec 12.1’s general recommendation, some smaller specific suggestions are as follows.
Project 1 Start by considering ballistic droplets moving through ‘clean zones’ like windless or uniform headwind
[no gusts, shielding or eddies: Fig 6.b)]. Only then consider ballistic droplets in partially ‘clean zones’ such as a
longer-range hose which partly travels beyond the person’s shielding prior to considering a shorter-range sneeze that
never leaves the person’s shielding. Model shielding, wake vortices and gusts in more detail than the current article
provides, in the context of how they disturb a sneeze. For a hose, if not a sneeze, bodily shielding dependence can
moreover be removed by fixing the hose to flow without a human body shielding it. This allows estimation of what
proportion of ballistic range distortion is due to shielding.
Project 2 Further modelling improvements beyond Appendix A’s considerations include generally passing to 3-d
modelling and visualization rather than our 2-d bird’s eye view. From a 3-d point of view, prior to hitting the
ground, the still-air sneeze flash resides on a sequence of cylindrical shells centred about the emitter (Fig 6.a). One
7 Social distancing of course covers various other eventualities than how far people cough or sneeze, such as not accidentally bumping
into each other if someone changes direction or posture. A complete analysis of social distancing distance would consider all sufficiently
probable forms of contagion and look to jointly avoid them. Joint avoidance follows from taking the union of the interiors of each relevant
curve. In particular, that the 2 m social distancing circle stops people bumping into each other means that adopting a wind-adjusted
social distancing envelope would be in addition to, not instead of, the 2 m social distancing circle.
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immediate consequence is that if someone nearby enough to not quite be observing social distancing sneezes, then
one’s trousers are more likely to be hit than one’s coat. Improved 3-d modelling of shielding might include, at
the level of configurational variables considered, a) rotational freedom about the hips. b) That the legs shield less
than the torso. c) A flexible torso whose more detailed configuration somewhat affects cross-section and shielding
(twisted cylindroid model). d) That cyclists in particular often bend forward (bent cylindroid model), and sometimes
use appreciably aerodynamical gear. Both c) and d) are more complete models of posture, as would be inclusion of
arms, leg joints and arm joints. Obtain order of magnitude estimates for the necessity or otherwise of these modelling
improvements. Also investigate what happens to sneeze propagation and thus to potentially social distancing updates
in hilly terrain, staircases and escalators.
Project 3 Write an ‘airflow effects on cough-or-sneeze cloud puff component’ counterpart of the current article.
Remark 1 Avoiding the interior of any simpler curve which encloses the social distancing envelope will also do as
regards avoiding being hit by coughs or sneezes. This could be a circle. For maximum simplicity, this could be the
circle centred on the person, with radius = (the largest radius of a point on the envelope). This is however rather
inefficient, by using up pieces of terrain in which there is no risk of a sneeze. Another option is a decentred circle;
this is usually smaller but harder to judge the centre and boundary of. A further option, often more effective than
the preceding, is to ‘box’ the envelope into a rectangle. Such boxes have the further advantage of then fitting tightly
together into pedestrian lanes. A second preprint may appear detailing this remark and its consequences.

A

Configuration variables and configuration spaces

Figure 8: Our suite (technically a simple bounded lattice) of models’ angular configurations and the corresponding configuration spaces.
To model a person wearing a coat, we use to first approximation a cylindrical radius b ≈ 20 cm. A better
approximation is f ≈ 30 cm from shoulder-to shoulder to e ≈ 15 cm from back to front (Fig 8.a). Then the
maximum radius is ≈ 30 cm, whereas the average radius as stated above. For now, we stick to the 2-d bird’s
eye view rather than additionally modelling that these dimensions vary from head to foot and with posture. So
ambiguities from whether or not to include b in defining social distancing along the lines in Fig 1 are around 1 part
in 5, while ambiguities between choosing maximum or average person radii are around 1 part in 20. In considering
airflow, moreover, letting e 6= f does however affect shielding, especially within the ballistic range of a sneeze.
We centre the torso about the origin with the shoulders along the y-axis. The unit normal to the centre of the torso
is thus the unit vector in the x-direction, t = ex (Fig 8.B) Our first use for t is as a natural reference direction. We
use hats to denote unit vectors.
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Definition 1


Φ := (wind-to-torso relative angle) = arccos(ŵ · t) = arccos

Definition 2

wx
||w||


Ψ := motion-to-torso relative angle) = arccos(v̂ · t) = arccos

vx
||v||


.

(34)

.

(35)



Definition 3
Θ :=



(torso-to-face relative angle)

=

(torso-to-emission’s central line relative angle)

= arccos(û · t) = arccos

ux
||u||


. (36)

Definition 4
υ := (wind-to-motion relative angle) = arccos(ŵ · v̂) .

(37)

φ := (wind-to-emission relative angle) = arccos(ŵ · û) .

(38)

ψ = (motion-to-emission relative angle) = arccos(v̂ · û) .

(39)

Definition 5
Definition 6
Remark 1 Θ builds in that one can sneeze in a direction other than that in which the torso is facing.
Remark 2 Θ, Φ, Ψ are constant in each experimental set-up, by which they are much easier to robustly implement
than φ or ψ.
Lemma 1 Our eight models’ configuration spaces are tabulated as in Fig 8.B).
Proof Φ and Ψ have range [0, 2 π] with end-points identified. Thus, with Φ being Model ii)’s configuration variable
and Ψ being Model iii)’s, both of these models have circles for configuration spaces:
q(w) = S1 = q(v) .
(40)
Model iv) involving both of these configuration variables, its configuration space is the 2-torus
q(v, w) := T2 = S1 × S1 .

(41)

For Θ to model the rotational freedom of motion in the neck joint, its range is to be [− π2 , π2 ] := I. Θ being Model
1’s configuration, the corresponding configuration space is thus the interval
q(u) = I .
(42)
Θ, Φ being Model 2’s configuration, and Θ, Ψ being Model 3’s configuration, the corresponding configuration spaces
are finite cylinders,
q(w, u) := Cyl2 = S1 × I =: q(v, u) .
(43)
Θ, Φ, Ψ being Model 4’s configuration, the corresponding top configuration space for our suite of models is
q(v, w, u) = T2 × I . 2

(44)

Remark 3 Our second use for t is in incorporating the body’s anisotropy into our modelling. This is relevant to
finer details of the modelling such as shielding, or that motion in directions other than that in which the torso is
facing are possible if increasingly less effective.
Remark 4 φ and ψ also in general have range [0, 2 π] with ends identified, so their configuration spaces are also
circles S1 . These correspond to simpler models, leaving out one or both of ‘sneezing in a direction one is not facing’
and ‘body anisotropy’. In the absence of motion, moreover, φ can without loss of generality (bilateral symmetry) be
given the range [0, π], for which the configuration space is a closed interval. This accounts for the range in Fig 7’s
plots.
Remark 5 Wind and motion both being background rather than the sneeze’s perturbation, the following are also
of some use.
Definition 7 The net airflow vector is
a=w−v
Definition 8

(45)


η := (net-airflow-to-torso relative angle) = arccos(â · t) = arccos

ax
||a||


.

(46)

Remark 6 η is a circle submanifold in the torus (41), distinct in general from either product factor’s circle, corresponding to η in general being a nontrivial function of Ψ and Φ.
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Remark 7 The above notation for the configuration space is not to be confused with that for the parameter spaces of
values taken by u0 , v and w, which consists of a box (product of three finite closed intervals) as per Sec 2’s modelling
assumptions.
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